Digital Engineering

MAKING

THE CASE

FOR CAE TOOL
CONSOLIDATION
Integrate multiple simulation disciplines to enhance
the speed and efficiency of your product design
and development process.

A SPECIAL SUPPLEMENT IN PARTNERSHIP WITH

IN WITH THE NEW
New product development requirements demand
a new consolidated workflow.

T

he world of product development is evolving
at a record pace. Products are shifting from
a collection of mechanical components to
smart systems that integrate mechanical
and electrical controls, software and sensors across the board. These systems of systems
require much more complex planning and simulation
than products of the past.
Product designs increasingly incorporate integrated software, new and advanced materials, and take
new types of manufacturing processes into account
much earlier in the design phase. Adding to the
complexity is the fact that over the years companies
have adopted a dizzying array of simulation tools
from different vendors making data exchange and
collaboration difficult.

Integration at the Expense of Analysis

Simulation analysts – whose time is already in high
demand and short supply at most companies – are
spending valuable time making specialized tools
work together instead of conducting the increasing
number of analyses required for today’s complex,
rapid design cycles.
With the rise in product complexity there has
been a parallel increase in quality requirements for
engineers and pressure to decrease time to market.
Customers want higher quality products delivered
faster, which requires more rapid iteration cycles to
arrive at the best design in the shortest possible
timeframe, while still staying within a reasonable
budget.
This increased focus on speed and quality has
magnified inefficiencies in the analysis and design
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process caused by disjointed workflows. Specialized
tools, each with their own learning curves, user
interfaces and data translation requirements can
slow down the process they were intended to accelerate. These delays cause a ripple effect across the
product lifecycle.

Streamline Product
Design and Development

If companies do not evolve their product development practices to meet rising customer expectations, they risk losing market share to competitors
or even becoming obsolete. What is needed is a
streamlined workflow to consolidate disparate simulation and analysis tools and activities.
Siemens has developed just such a consolidated platform with its Simcenter 3D, an open, multidiscipline CAE application created to meet today’s
product design and development needs. By com-

“Our challenge is to integrate CAE
engineers early in the product
development cycle so we can impact
design. This can be a tall order given our
nature as engineers and the complexity
of our tool set.”
Nathan Christensen
Senior Manager of Engineering Tools
and Analysis at Orbital ATK

Design engineering teams in various
industries are struggling to meet new
product development requirements that
integrate mechanical, fluid, electronic and
software into smart systems.
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“Having the capability to quickly and
accurately investigate precise structural
behavior, exposed to a multitude of
operational environments, greatly
reduces our product development risk.”
Johann du Toit
Chief Executive Officer,
SIMERA Technology Group

By consolidating disparate, specialized simulation
applications in one platform, engineering teams can
collaborate more efficiently and capitalize on the
opportunities presented by digital disruption .

n A lack of workflow integration and visibility
across departments and specialties.
n The specialized knowledge required for different
simulation tools that inhibits collaboration.
n Wasted time and effort associated with
rebuilding models for each simulation discipline.

bining multiple types of simulations and solvers
within a single tool, and offering access via a more
cost-effective licensing model, this consolidated
workflow can address specific pain points associated with traditional approaches to simulation and
analysis faced by most engineering teams:

n Inefficient cascading of design changes across
multiple disciplines.
n The difficulty, cost and time associated with
performing trade-off studies when multiple tools
are in use.
n High licensing costs associated with the use of
multiple tools
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Take a Consolidated Approach

A consolidated approach that provides a streamlined
multi-discipline environment that is still open and flexible is needed to address the challenges of modern
product design and development. In this way, companies can reduce the number of tools required, cut
licensing costs, more easily re-use models across disciplines, encourage collaboration and iterate faster to
achieve better results.
Each year, Digital Engineering magazine surveys
its readers to understand the challenges they face in
product design and development. In the latest survey,
respondents ranked collaboration as their most important day-to-day challenge—more important than short
product development deadlines, regulatory compliance,
budgetary concerns and up-to-date hardware and software. In fact, for the past three years, collaboration has
been ranked as the top day-to-day challenge by survey
respondents. It’s clear that a solution is needed that
will support collaboration within and across engineering disciplines, departments and partners. Read on to
learn how Siemens is consolidating multiple CAE disciplines into the Simcenter 3D platform to meet today’s
product design and development needs.

“Previously, we used standalone CAD and
FEA (finite element analysis) software
packages. Whenever we wanted to make
changes to the geometry we would have to
make them in the CAD software, reimport
the model into the FEA software, and then
start the analysis from scratch. This was
extremely time-consuming.”
Alastair Komus
Principal Engineer for the
Ground Transportation Sector,
Composites Innovation Centre Manitoba Inc.

Collaboration is the Top Challenge
2017
2016
2015

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%
For the third year, Digital Engineering magazine survey
respondents ranked collaboration as their top workday challenge.
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CONSOLIDATE TO

Too many specialized tools add to workflow inefficiencies.

T

oday’s product design and simulation
environment requires a multi-discipline
approach. There is an inherent need
to collaborate across the design,
analysis, simulation, and manufacturing
departments, as well as among mechanical,
electrical and software disciplines to reduce
time to market and avoid late engineering
change orders or worse — product recalls.
This multi-discipline approach represents a
sea change for many engineers, who are often
reluctant to give up the software tools they are
most familiar with. Engineers may be standing by tools they purchased several years ago
when the availability of multi-discipline solutions was slim. This has led to fragmentation
of tools both within and across departments.
Now that collaboration is key to meeting
the product design and development goals
of today’s more complex products, it doesn’t
make sense to have disparate tools that
impede that collaboration. That is not to say
that there is a one-size-fits-all model that can
uniformly address every company’s simulation needs. Specialized simulation solutions
will always be needed, but current fragmented
approaches are inherently inefficient.
An open, flexible approach that offers both
a common user interface for core needs and
easy integration with more specialized needs
provides the best of both worlds. This is the
path that Siemens has taken with Simcenter
3D, which provides several key benefits.
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1 OPEN INTEGRATION

If a company is already using Siemens NX for CAD, adopting
Simcenter 3D provides a scalable platform that addresses the
needs of designers, analysts and simulation specialists. Simcenter
3D is built on the NX platform, so it has seamless integration with
NX CAD.
Companies using third-party CAD platforms can adopt
Simcenter 3D as a standalone CAE platform for their analysts
to gain the advantages of Synchronous Technology to modify
geometries imported from any CAD system without having to
know the underlying parameters or how the model was created.
Simcenter 3D also enables analysis that is associative to geometry
to allow rapid iterations on modifications.
Simcenter 3D also supports non-Siemens solvers (including
MSC Nastran, Abaqus, ANSYS and LS-Dyna) without translations.
The user works with the native solver language, which is exposed
in the user interface. This leads to greater confidence, fewer
errors in translation, and a faster ramp-up time for users new to
the interface. Simcenter 3D also enables customers to integrate
in-house solvers into the Siemens environment.

Simcenter 3D
supports both
Siemens and
non-Siemens
solvers.

.

COLLABORATE
A platform
approach integrates multiple
simulation
technologies.

2 IMPROVED EFFICIENCY

Having an integrated simulation workflow with a common user
interface makes it easier for simulation analysts to collaborate with
design engineers across disciplines so that simulation tasks can be
automated and distributed to the broader design engineering team. This
eliminates bottlenecks, boosts productivity and leads to cost efficiencies.
A common toolset allows better management of workflows
to meet times of high demand in one discipline or another. For
example, a structural engineer can help with a thermal analysis —
with some guidance — as needed, and vice versa.
With Simcenter 3D, enhancements made on the CAD side are
often immediately available for use in simulation workflows. For
example, the new Convergent Modeling capability in Siemens
NX simplifies the ability to work with facet data, such as scanned
data or topology optimization results, as if it were geometry. This
accelerates the design process and ties directly into Simcenter 3D’s
CAE capabilities for optimizing part designs for 3D printing.
Using a common toolset across disciplines is also beneficial
when a design change has to be verified across different
performance aspects. With Simcenter 3D, this can be achieved
by simply cascading the changes automatically, remeshing,
and generating new results. For companies that use different,
disparate tools, this is often a tedious process requiring significant
remodeling in the CAE tool. Each remodeling is done independently
for each discipline, further bogging down the process.

3 STREAMLINED
COLLABORATION

Using Simcenter 3D, companies can get a richer, cross-discipline
picture of the entire design and simulation process with an integrated,
multiphysics simulation workflow that provides solutions for linear
and nonlinear structures, dynamics, motion, durability, composites,
acoustics, thermal, flow, and multiphysics applications all within the
same environment.
How does this work in practice? As an example, high-end acoustics
capabilities are often handled by engineering specialists. With
Simcenter 3D, these engineers can work in the same environment as
their colleagues doing more general CAE work, which makes for more
effective collaboration through sharing models, results, and other data.
Many firms will still need specialized simulation tools depending on
their products or industries. Simcenter 3D provides the same utility to
these companies, while still allowing them to leverage their existing
investments. Because of the broad coverage available from Simcenter
3D for different simulation disciplines, it is feasible to adopt the tool
for many workflows while retaining fewer specialist-level tools and
(potentially more expensive) tools where necessary.
RPm = 3000 - Data Source 1, Forcing Frequency 1, 1000 Hz
Displacement - Nodal, Magnitude
Complex Option: Amplitude
Min: 0:000E+00, Max: 1.363E-04, Units = mm
Deformation : Displacement - Nodal Magnitude, Complex Option : Amplitude
1.363E-04
1.227E-04
1.090E-04
9.540E-05
8.177E-05
6.814E-05
5.451E-05

Specialists
can work in the
same environment as their
colleagues.

4.088E-05
2.726E-05
1.363E-05
0.000E+00
[mm]
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CONSOLIDATE TO COLLABORATE
Too many specialized tools add to workflow inefficiencies.
What is Simcenter 3D?

4 FLEXIBLE
LICENSING

Simcenter also provides cost savings through its
flexible, value-based licensing model. This allows the
solution to evolve with changes to your workflow
in order to scale with your needs, eliminate costs
associated with idle licenses and provide access to new
software features.
Under this model, companies use tokens to run a
given application. Based on the value of the application,
the solution consumes more or less tokens when active.
The tokens are available to run other applications when
not in use. For larger companies, a pool of tokens can
be used to ensure that each user can access all of the
functionality they need. As a company shifts its focus
over time and has less use for specific applications, they
don’t waste money on idle licenses.
The total investment winds up being smaller than
acquiring isolated licenses. Under this licensing model,
Simcenter 3D provides a cost-effective and simpleto-scale approach that reduces risk and helps users
fully explore the features and functionality of all the
disciplines and analysis types supported in the platform.

A pool of
tokens simplifies licensing
in Simcenter
3D.

Simcenter 3D is a unified, shared platform that crosses simulation disciplines and integrates tightly with the CAD and
design environment to help engineers and analysts achieve
more productive workflows and consistent results, while
addressing the most difficult challenges in optimizing the performance of new products and innovations.
It also provides best-in-class geometry editing for analysts with
Synchronous Technology, and simulation across physics, including structural, acoustics, thermal, flow, motion, and composites
analysis, in addition to optimization and multiphysics simulation.
The software incorporates technologies from proven CAE
tools including NX Nastran, SDRC I-deas, NX CAE, LMS
Virtual.Lab and LMS Samcef to deliver a scalable, open and
extensible environment for 3D CAE with connections to
design, 1D simulation, test and data management.
Simcenter 3D is available as a stand-alone simulation environment and can also be deployed as an integrated application within the NX CAD environment.
Finally, Simcenter 3D is open and extensible environment to
help you better leverage your existing investment in other
software and tools. The solution can be used with multiple
CAD formats and is solver- and geometry-agnostic. Simcenter
3D allows users to prepare models for built-in and industrystandard solvers, and also includes subject-specific postprocessing tools.

Faster initial iteration
Rapid update for later iterations
A consolidated approach streamlines the product design and development process.
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BENEFITS OF USING SIMCENTER 3D INCLUDE:
REDUCED MODELING TIME THROUGH GEOMETRY AND ANALYSIS INTEGRATION
RAPID ANALYSIS OF DESIGN ITERATIONS THROUGH ASSOCIATIVE SIMULATION
EASY-TO-LEARN, COMMON PLATFORM FOR ALL DESIGNERS, ANALYSTS AND SPECIALISTS
STREAMLINED SIMULATION PROCESSES
INCREASED REALISM THROUGH COUPLING MULTIPLE PHYSICS
IMPROVED PRODUCT SIMULATION PROCESSES WITH INTELLIGENT MODELING
TECHNIQUES AND SOLVER SCHEMES
COST SAVINGS THROUGH FLEXIBLE, VALUE-BASED LICENSING
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LEADING DESIGN
WITH SIMULATION

S

imcenter 3D is already delivering collaboration,
efficiency, productivity and cost benefits for
numerous Siemens PLM Software customers.
On the following pages, we describe three use
cases that demonstrate the department-level and
business-level benefits of adopting the consolidated, flexible
approach to made possible with Simcenter 3D.

SIMERA Technology Group

SIMERA Technology Group is a mechanical engineering development company that provides advanced structural design
and simulation services.
In the past, SIMERA used different CAD and FEA software
tools that required frequent manual information transfers
between the design and simulation teams. This process was
inefficient and sometimes led to versioning errors or simulation model errors.
The company deployed Siemens NX and Simcenter software to provide a unified CAD and simulation environment
000181.sim1_1.A : Three Sigma LongMarch Random Body Load in X Dir Result
Subcase - Static Loads 1, Static Step 1
Displacement - Nodal, Magnitude
Min: 0:000, Max: 0.668, Units = mm
Deformation : Displacement - Nodal Magnitude
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that could provide improved quality, control and efficiency.
Using NX and Simcenter 3D, SIMERA can quickly move from
CAD to simulation, and simulation engineers can directly or
collaboratively request model changes that can be validated
immediately.
SIMERA also implemented Siemens Teamcenter to make
it easier for the extended team of stakeholders to track and
optimize requirements.
SIMERA’s engineers have used the integrated NX/
Simcenter platform to optimize design of precision spaceborne imaging systems, which have demanding require-

000181.sim1_1.A : Three Sigma LongMarch Random Body Load in X Dir Result
Subcase - Static Loads 1, Static Step 1
Displacement - Nodal, Magnitude
Min: 0:000, Max: 0.668, Units = mm
Deformation : Displacement - Nodal Magnitude
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A concept satellite imager.

SIMERA Technology Group
provides both structural
design and simulation
services to customers in
government, research,
industrial equipment, and
consumer product industry. Its work on satellite
imagers, for example,
includes demanding requirements for controlling
optical surface deformations that could compromise image quality.

By implementing
a unified Siemens NX and
Simcenter 3D solution,
SIMERA was able to integrate its CAD and CAE workflows, resulting in three- to
fives-times more efficient
design iterations.

ments for controlling optical surface deformations. In addition, structural components for these systems are made
from carbon-fiber reinforced polymer materials that present
an additional analytical challenge.
Simulating the behavior of these components requires
a multitude of scenarios involving multiple thermal and
moisture-loss load cases, and multiple options for the fiber
directions in the composite material layups. Using NX and
000181.sim1_1.A : Three Sigma LongMarch Random Body Load in X Dir Result
Subcase - Static Loads 1, Static Step 1
Stress - Element-Nodal, Unaveraged, Max Principal
Beam Section : Recovery Point C, Shell Section : Top
Min: -41.06, Max: 502.91, Units = N/mm^2(MPa)
Beam Coord sys: Local
8.115
7.250
6.386
5.522
4.657
3.793
2.928
2.064
1.199
0.335
-0.530
-1.394

Simcenter 3D has accelerated this process.
“Having an integrated CAD-to-simulation environment
greatly enhances the efficiency of design iterations,” says
Hennie Roodt, lead engineer at SIMERA.
SIMERA estimates that the all-inclusive tools of
Simcenter make the process three- to five-times more efficient, enabling many more design options and scenarios to
be investigated to ensure optimal results.

Maximum
Element 2015672, Node 3635299
8.115 N/mm^2(MPa)

SIMERA formerly used
different CAD and FEA
software tools. The tools
in themselves were
productive, but SIMERA
engineers had to transfer
information manually,
handing data “over the
wall” between the design
and simulation domains.
The manual information hand-offs were not
efficient and sometimes
led to versioning errors or
simulation model errors.

-2.259
Units = N/mm^2(MPa)
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Kestrel Assembly_sim : Front Torsion Result
Subcase - Static Loads 1, Static Step 1
Displacement - Nodal, Magnitude
Min: 0.00, Max: 18.28, Units = mm
Deformation : Displacement - Nodal Magnitude

18.28
16.76
15.24
13.71
12.19
10.66
9.14
7.62
6.09
4.57
3.05
1.52
0.00
Units = mm
Kestrel Assembly_Roof Crush_sim : Reinforced Roof Crush with Rovicore Result
Subcase - Static Loads 1, Static Step 1
Displacement - Nodal, Magnitude
Min: 0.00, Max: 24.92, Units = mm
Deformation : Displacement - Nodal Magnitude

24.92
22.85
20.77
18.69
16.62
14.54
12.46
10.39
8.31
6.23
4.15
2.08
0.00
Units = mm

Composites Innovation
Centre Manitoba Inc.

The Composites Innovation Centre Manitoba Inc. (CIC) is a notfor-profit organization focused on the development and commercialization of composite materials and technologies. Design
firm Motive Industries approached CIC for help in developing a
fiber-reinforced plastic passenger car called the Kestrel.
The company was able to quickly and successfully help
incorporate exotic biofibers (including flax and hemp) into
the body of the vehicle using NX software and Simcenter
3D. Prior to the Siemens deployment, engineers at CIC
used multiple tools for geometry preparation and analysis
of composite structures. This CAD/CAE approach was inefficient and repetitive because the tools were disconnected
– any changes to the CAD model would result in having to
re-start the FEA analysis.
The Kestrel project required frequent design-analysis
iterations to create lightweight but structurally sound parts.
The seamless associativity between design geometry and
analysis models in NX/Simcenter allowed changes to be
quickly pushed to analysis models.
The ability to evaluate a wide range of design variables
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With NX and Simcenter in place, engineers at CIC are
taking on increasingly complex projects and exploring
a greater number of design variants, while delivering
results to their clients in record time.

in a short timeframe allowed CIC to maximize the use of
lightweight biofiber composite materials in the design. “By
analyzing 50 different ply configurations, we were able to
reduce the weight of the front tub component from 242
pounds (109 kilograms) to 142 pounds (64 kilograms), a
weight saving of 41 percent,” says Alastair Komus, principal engineer responsible for the ground transportation
sector at CIC.
With NX and Simcenter in place, engineers at CIC can
take on increasingly complex projects while exploring a
greater number of design variants, and delivering results
much faster. “The switch to NX and Simcenter 3D software
allowed us to perform design and analysis projects that
would have previously been impossible. The efficiency with
which we can make design changes and verify their performance has dramatically increased,” Komus says.

Making the case to Executives
Executives need to evolve business strategies to take advantage of
the disruptions driving their markets today. Whether a specific market is
being disrupted through the use of IoT or connected product technology,
new materials, new manufacturing processes, or new regulatory
demands, companies that adopt Simcenter 3D’s consolidated platform
can quickly respond to demands for better, customized products
delivered under faster deadlines.
With a consolidated and centralized approach to simulation, companies
can also rapidly shift CAE analyst resources to urgent processes on an as-needed basis.

Making the case to IT/Engineering Management
IT and engineering management can use Simcenter 3D’s value-based
licensing model and joint token pool to give the design engineering/analyst
team on-demand access to the latest, best-in-class tools while controlling
costs and ensuring the team is working at its full capacity. Using Simcenter
3D, managers can also address the needs of designers, general CAE analysts,
and CAE discipline specialist in a single tool without foregoing necessary
features and functions.

Making the case to Simulation Analysts
Simulation analysts need to collaborate across disciplines and speak
the same language as design engineers in order to devote their time to
more complex analyses. With seamless integration and a consolidated
tool, engineers and analysts can modify or edit geometries independent
of part feature histories and rapidly evaluate the impact of those changes
on the design. Engineers can quickly create and publish simulation
reports and share results, while maintaining relationships between the
reports, result files, simulation models and CAD revisions.
Analysts can also streamline their workload by providing access to basic
simulation capabilities to both general CAE analysts and design engineers. This can help clear the backlog of simulation
requests and allow specialists to focus on more complicated simulations.

Making the case to Design Engineers
Design engineers need to work closely with analysts and pitch in on
simulation work and easily make changes to designs. Simcenter 3D’s
consolidated framework makes it easier to do both. More importantly,
this consolidated approach makes it possible to rapidly create and
evaluate different designs in a much shorter timeframe and with less
rework. Simulations can be accomplished faster, and updates can rapidly
be synchronized with the design. The simulation toolset is simplified
and easier to use, so designers can shoulder the burden of standard
simulations, particularly when testing multiple design iterations.
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Orbital ATK

Orbital ATK (formerly ATK Aerospace Group) is the world’s top
producer of solid rocket propulsion systems and a leading
supplier of military and commercial aircraft structures, as well
as satellite systems.
One of the company’s most important current projects is
designing the advanced solid rocket boosters for NASA’s Space
Launch System (SLS), the successor to the Space Shuttle.
A longtime user of Siemens NX software and Teamcenter
Imported Result: wind_load2
SUBCASE - STATIC LOADS 1
Displacement - Nodal, Magnitude
Min: 0.000, Max: 1.325, Units = in

software, the company recently shifted
to a more integrated design/analysis
environment by leveraging Simcenter 3D
and NX Nastran software as standard
applications.
“This way, engineers will use company
standards, not favorites,” says Nathan
Christensen, senior manager of engineering tools and analysis at Orbital ATK. “It
should reduce the costs we have now
of supporting multiple tools with similar
functionality, and it will facilitate the
handoff of work between analysts.”
Using an integrated suite of Siemens
NX tools, the company has been able to
streamline its design and analysis processes so that they are more efficient.
“What’s really nice is the ability to
make modifications in the modeling portion and transfer those over to FEA,” says
Ramesh Krishnan, senior staff engineer
in the engineering processes and tools
group at Orbital ATK. “It’s very seamless.
The mesh automatically updates and it’s
very convenient. Also, you maintain associativity. All the connections you’ve made
in the assembly stay in the assembly all
the way through the FEA. You don’t have
to try to move stuff around in the FEA.”
In addition, the company is confident
in the accuracy of the models it has created. “We had confidence that what we drew using NX was
coming right over to the finite element package and that’s
what we were analyzing,” Krishnan says.
By integrating and managing CAE workflows with
Teamcenter, the company can also ensure that engineers
don’t analyze the wrong parts or configurations, which
reduces CAE rework.
“Integrating CAE tools early in product development
shortens the design cycle, and lets us focus on overall design cycle times instead of analysis cycle times,”
Christensen says. “Also, we believe that significant cost
savings and productivity gains can be accomplished with
careful and strategic CAE tool standardization.”

1.325

Orbital ATK is designing
advanced boosters that will
have more thrust and be
used on later Space Launch
System missions carrying
bigger payloads. The company uses NX CAE for motion
and FEA in an integrated
process that helps ensure
the larger boosters won’t hit
launch-pad structures.

1.215
1.104
0.994
0.883
0.773
0.663
0.552
0.442
0.331
0.221
0.110
0.000
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CLOSING
ARGUMENTS

onsolidating CAD and CAE tools in an open, flexible way will be critical for companies that want to
remain relevant and competitive in the future.
The product lifecycle landscape is rapidly
changing. The emergence of smart, connected
products – everything from connected cars to smart refrigerators and sensor-laden subsystems in all types of device
– have made design and simulation processes more complex
and more reliant on multiple types of simulation and analysis
Engineering teams are tasked with conducting a wider
variety of simulations on complicated products that incorporate mechanical, electrical, and software components,
along with new materials and manufacturing processes that
introduce new variables into their analyses.
In response, many have adopted multiple, disparate
design and simulation tools that require inefficient, manual
transfers between CAD and simulation systems that waste
valuable time and can lead to versioning or modeling errors.
In Simcenter 3D, Siemens has created a consolidated
environment that allows designers and CAE engineers to
collaborate more closely, complete multiple simulations
faster, accelerate design iterations, and improve quality. A
unified, easy-to-use interface also makes it easier for com-

panies to easily delegate the simulation workload across
departments to eliminate bottlenecks and free up their CAE
specialists to perform complex simulations.
Simcenter 3D also helps lower costs by providing application access via a flexible, value-based licensing model
that can eliminate idle software licenses and provide more
on-demand scalability to the engineering team.
The consolidated simulation environment created by
Simcenter 3D enables predictive analysis and simulation-led
design capabilities that can help companies meet their customers’ demands for rapidly delivered, highly optimized designs.

RESOURCES
Learn More about Siemens’ Simcenter 3D
Explore Simcenter 3D
Understand the benefits of simulation-driven design
Access Siemens’ library of on-demand webinars
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